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JCAHO Preparation Focuses
On Quality Improvement
The triennial survey of TAHLVHC by the Joint Commission on
Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations (JCAHO), expected late in
1991, is taking on a whole new look
in terms of our preparation.
A hospital task force, which represents all areas affected by the survey, is approaching the survey from
the standpoint of continuous quality
improvement instead of preparing
for a grueling examination at a single
moment in time.
The task force plans monthly
meetings and four self-examinations
to ferret shortcomings. It will use
the same ~ick volume of requirements as the joint commission. A
mock survey is also under consideration for some time during the coming
year.
Accreditation surveys arouse
anxieties because the thorough and
detailed examinations traditionally
have a punitive image. Those fears
may become a thing of the past at
TAH-LVHC because JCAHO requirements are now viewed as a
process in the context of the Total
Quality Focus (TQF) program being
initiated in the system. JCAHO itself
is working from a standpoint of quality improvement.
Accreditation by the joint commission serves a variety of important

purposes, the most critical of which
is "deemed status." It means that
JCAHO accreditation is "deemed to
meet the Medicare Conditions of
Participation." It also may be required by insurance carriers, is necessary for medical education and
makes a difference with financial
bonding authorities.
However,
accreditation
by
JCAHO has a higher purpose. The
process is purely voluntary. "It represents a touchstone against which
you can judge the quality of your
institution," says Michael Scott,
spokesman for the joint commission.
"It serves to answer the question
'How are we doing?'."
Scott's use of the expression
brought a smile to the face of John
Salventi, PhD, vice president, Administration. He says he uses the
phrase a number of times daily and
that about the time quality improvement activity began at TAH-L VHC
there was indication that JCAHO
was shifting direction toward the
quality improvement process.
Since then, hospital officials have
noticed familiar quality phrases and
concepts in materials from JCAHO
- similar to what is being taught at
TAH-LVHC.
The task force, chaired by BarContinued on Page 3

A TrulyRare Opportunity
To Leave A Legacy
(The following remarks were presented by
Samuel R. Huston, president and CEO,
HealthEast, at the Annual Meeting on Dec. 12)
Mr. Chairman, Reverend clergy, members
of the Board and medical staff, friends, neighbors and fellow employees. This is my first opportunity to speak publicly as the chief executive of HealthEast. I'm honored to be able to
briefly share some perspectives with you that
in some ways represent a beginning and in others an end, signifying renewal as well as
change.
Just two weeks ago, HealthEast marked an
end to six months of intense study to determine
an appropriate structure. One result of the study
has been the end to an uncomfortable period of
interim leadership. During that time our chairman, Bill Roberts, stepped into the breach as
interim CEO. Bill took on what seemed to be a
full-time job in addition to running his own
business. We owe a debt of gratitude to Bill for
his efforts on our behalf.
I want to thank the Board for their confidence in appointing me as the new chief executive. I also want everyone here to know of the
hard work over the past six months by the
HealthEast Board's ad hoc committee on restructuring. This group has accomplished the
very difficult task of initiating an essential
process to restructure HealthEast.
The effort of that ad hoc committee, however, does not represent an end in itself.
Continued on Page 6
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Program Extends To
Cancer Outpatients
The second in a new outpatient program
called "Look Good, Feel Good" will be held
Dec. 19 from 7:30 to 9 p.m. in Classroom 3 at
LVRC site.
Sponsored locally by the Comprehensive
Community Cancer Center, the American Cancer Society program provides free counselling
and cosmetic supplies from professional cosmetologists. They assist cancer patients with
hair and skin care and make-up needs on a voluntary basis.
The program has been successfully used for
inpatients, but has now been extended for outpatients, according to Sandra Smith, RN, oncology nurse at the cancer center.

Eight Nurses Receive
Continuing Ed Aid
At a recognition reception for staff nurse
preceptors who have assisted or supported staff
nurse orientees, transfers and nursing students,
eight continuing education scholarships were
awarded by Friends of Nursing (FON).
Recipients include: Rosemary Gilbert, RN,
ICU (TAR); Cheryl Citro, RN, 7C (LVRC);
Doug Fry, RN, Emergency (LVHC); Georgette
Guth, RN, OR (TAR); Sandra Cherkis, RN, OR
(TAR), Rolly Ludy, RN, ACU (LVRC); Carole
Acemese, RN, ACCU (TAR); and Eileen
Keeney, RN, 4B (LVRC).

'Activities Committee
Ponders Ski Excursions
Employees interested in day or weekend ski
trips to Vermont, New York or the Poconos via
chartered bus are encouraged to voice their
suggestions to the Employee Activities Committee. Plans will be based on response to this
inquiry. Contact Martie Breshock, ext. 2222,
for details.
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Jill Arney, unit clerk, and Carol Sorrentino, RN, associate head nurse, 4B
(LVHC), show a sampling of holiday gifts purchasedfor two families at the
Sixth Street Shelter in Allentown. The unit staff opted to forego the usual office gift exchange and to help less fortunate families instead.

Employees Rally To Aid
Sixth Street Shelter Families
"Row many dumb coffee mugs
does someone need?" asks Carol
Sorrentino, RN, 4B (LVRC), while
she and unit clerk Jill Amey survey a
mound of food and gifts that have a
lot more meaning.
The 45-member unit staff decided
the usual holiday exchange gifts
paled by comparison to the needs of
two families at the Sixth Street Shelter in Allentown.
Sorrentino picked up the idea
from
shelter
volunteer
FIo
Buchmueller while both were attending a meeting of the Professional
Nurses Council, and shared it with
Arney. The two then organized the
project and got so much support
from the staff that it quickly expanded from helping one family into
a project for two.
Another employee group involved in the same endeavor is Legal
Services, which is sponsoring a family at the same shelter. It, too,
learned of the project from
Buchmueller. The shelter families
are fighting back from turns of poor
fortune. They are in an 18-month
program that provides housing while
parents work and obtain job training
to get back on their feet. The three
formerly homeless families being
helped by hospital personnel are described as a young mother with a
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young child; a mother with two
young children, and a couple with a
child. Families struggling to survive
have no ability to provide traditional
holiday gifts and celebrations.
On 4B, it was customary to think
in the $10 to $15 range for a gift.
Amey says, ''There are many people
who have gone way beyond that."
Now there are boxes of food products, blankets and a variety of gifts in
colorful wrapping.
According to Vicky Lysek, shelter director, the holidays will be
brightened for some 15 families
sponsored by various individuals
and groups throughout the Lehigh
Valley.
Persons interested in becoming
involved only have to contact Lysek
at 435-1490. Individuals are usually
asked to sponsor an individual, and
small groups sponsor families. The
shelter provides a sort of "wish list"
from the family that includes clothing sizes. The family is made aware
of the sponsoring group.
Still, there can never be enough
sponsors and one of the things Lysek
would like to see is a "Christmas in
July" program. "We appreciate all
the help," she says. "But people
aren't homeless only at Christmastime. It would be wonderful if we
could do the same thing in July."
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Nursing Recognition Program Salutes 123
Some 123 nurses, representing about
20 percent of the staff of participating
units, were recently recognized by their
peers for outstanding contributions to
their units and to professional nursing
practice.
The awards were the first presented
under the newly developed Nursing
Reward and Recognition Program. The
peer-driven annual program is believed
to be the first of its kind in the country.
"We have a highly specialized nursing
staff and we felt it was important to move
toward a decentralized recognition program with unit-developed specific criteria that better reflect the diversity of nursing practice at TAH-LVHC," explains
Debra Bubba, Nursing Administration,
the program's administrative advisor.
"Our staff needed more flexibility. We
also felt it was very important for peers to
select those who should be honored. After all, they work side-by-side with each

other and they are best qualified to assess
their peers' performance."
Mary Anne K. Keyes, RN, senior vice
president, Nursing, is an enthusiastic
supporter of the program's emphasis on
peer review. ''This is another in our continued efforts to decentralize the decision-making process in the hospital. We
are empowering the staff to set the standards of measurement and recognition,"
she observes.
Nurses in each hospital nursing unit
had the opportunity to review the
program's goals and to decide - by vote
- if they wished to participate. About 50
percent of the units decided to participate, according to Kathy Kowalewski,
RN, (OR-LVHC), chairperson of the recognition committee. In order to participate, 70 percent of a unit's staff had to
support the program in the voting process.

Quality Improvement
Continued from Page 1
bara Salvadore, Administration, uses
techniques from Quality Education System (QES) to prepare for the survey. Salvadore says that any Type I recommendation will be viewed as a nonconformance and that the intent is to not only
avoid Type I and Type II recommendations but to be accredited "with commendation". That's a new JCAHO status that
formally begins on Jan. 1.
Type I recommendations replace the
former "contingency" and point to problems that can affect accreditation. Type
II recommendations are more consultative in nature, but are nonetheless areas
that should be improved.
Initially, the joint commission attached letters of commendation to accreditations to about 10 percent of surveyed hospitals and 13 percent of all
healthcare organizations. Scott reports
that a dozen Pennsylvania hospitals have
been commended. In January, a new
status of accreditation with commendation begins.
JCAHO works on a scoring system of
one to five for a huge range of inquiries,
with the low score representing "substantial compliance" and the high score indicating "noncompliance". In between are
significant, partial and minimal compliances.
Salvadore says JCAHO not only
CheckUp
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Once enrolled, units were responsible
for developing specific recognition criteria and for determining the percentage of
the staff to be recognized.
The following units are currently involved in the program: ACCU, Burn
Center, Clinics, MedEvac, Home Care,
CAPD, GICU-E, ICU, Dialysis, 7C,
STU, 6C, 6B, 4B, 5B, TCU, LVHC-OR,
CNS, GICU-W, SCU, TAH-OR, TAHEDand4A.
Each honoree received a special certificate of achievement and a monetary
award.
No additional hospital funds were
needed to support the program. Nursing
decided to use funding formerly designated for signing bonuses for new nurses
to fund the newly created recognition
program.
"We wanted to do something positive
to reward our outstanding nurses and to
encourage retention," explains Bubba.

Focus of Accreditation

wants to know that appropriate policies
dore urges members.
The four rounds with the software are
and procedures have been in place for at
least a year and that they can be docuto measure continual improvement in
preparation for the formal survey itself.
mented, but will also look at the process
and implementation of those policies.
Salventi, however, does not see
JCAHO requirements as an end unto
"This process will be more of an opthemselves. "There's nothing that says
portunity to demonstrate the quality of
care we know we provide," Salvadore
we can't exceed their requirements," he
says. "If they say medical records have
adds.
Thus, as part of preparation, docuto be complete in 30 days, we can set our
mentation for the survey should be rerequirements to be 15 days."
viewed and made orderly. But more sigAlthough JCAHO doesn't expect anynificantly, many employone to get a perfect score,
Scott believes that a perees and patients will be
fect
score would not acinterviewed to examine
Many employees
how well the policies and
curately portray a perfect
and patients will hospital. "A perfect hosprocedures have been impital is always changing,
plemented. There will be
be interviewed
far more involvement
striving to improve beto examine how yond the requirements.
with the governing board
than before.
Attaining quality is a
well the policles
The task force apjourney rather than a
and procedures point in time ...a journey
proach will be to make use
that never ends."
of
both
the
joint
have been
He says the survey
commission's Accreditaimplemented.
tion Manual for Hospitals,
represents an opportunity "for an organization
a copy of which is now
to achieve personal best," to measure
available to everyone in the hospital libraries, and specialty software called
itself against a set of standards, and then
"Ready-Or-Not", provided by Informacontinue to evolve and improve.
tion Services. Use of the software by the
Salventi, meanwhile views the procappropriate individuals in the task force
ess as an opportunity for all the employees of the system to participate in the
is intended to identify any current shortcomings. "Be brutally honest," Salvaquality challenge.
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NICU At 10: A Decade Of Very Special Skills
A monitor beeps a soft warning and
Sharon Hanuschak, RN, turns quickly to
I
check her patient. Nothing alarming; he
simply stirred and shifted his position
slightly.
He looks frail and delicate, but that's
because he is only two weeks old and
weighs just 24 ounces. Yet, like most of
the babies in Forrest G. Moyer, MD,
Neonatal Intensive Care Unit, he's a
fighter. The strength and will of these
tiny infants continually impresses nurses
on the unit, including Hanuschak, who
has been there for all of its history.
There is little fanfare for the 10th anniversary of the unit, formally dedicated
on Dec. 3, 1980. That's mostly because
the 20-bed unit is too busy to pause and
cheer. It hosted 480 patients in 1989; of
them, 114 infants were transported from
other hospitals in the region and 103
were delivered to high risk mothers who
were referred to TAH site from other faA decade of quality care for NICU patients is summarized with this group: Cathy Hall,
cilities. The remaining 263 were from
RN, andSharonHanuschak,RN,
who, over the years, caredfor(from left) Alex, Sarah
admissions to TAH-LVHC
and that
and J ana Bauman of Emmaus. Alex was born in March and discharged Dec. 7; Sarah
group represents 8.3 percent of all births
was born the night the unit was dedicated, and Jana recently reached her fourth birthatTAH site.
day.
Sharon Smetzer, RN, head nurse, says
that until 1980, TAH site had a "premie
very special tact," she adds.
nursery," for premature or sick newHall enjoys the stress and unpredictaExperience has taught nurses to sepaborns, separate from the newborn nursbility that goes with intensive care nursrate medical care from maternal care and
ery. The dramatic change came when neing. Like any nursing specialty, there are
help the family maintain closeness with
onatologists joined the staff and a formal
aspects that create a special appeal, inthe infant during a time when isolation
Level 3 NICU with transport capability
cluding the challenge of "patients who
serving five counties was organized.
levels are high. This takes a variety of
can't tell us what's wrong with them," as
<ffJ'echnology in two directions has
simple forms: a toy, a photograph, even a
Smetzer says.
cassette
tape player inside the isolette.
made major strides in the past decade.
As much as Hanuschak enjoys the
Improvements in prenatal care can help
It's not uncommon for mothers to read
sense of triumph when a healthy baby is
stories aloud on those tapes.
obstetricians anticipate difficulties and
discharged and goes home with its famSmetzer says with pride that the unit
prevent premature births. Enormous deily, emotional bonds have formed and a
velopments in equip"was ahead of its time" in a variety of
relationship
ends.
ment in NICU, though,
environmental areas to minimize stress,
Many, like Hall, have
Nurses and new
have led to major reducbut enhance development in NICU pamixed feelings when a
tients - from lighting changes to sound
tions in mortality rates mothers:'Guarding
patient is discharged, recontrol of monitors and isolettes. But the
and also demand eversolved with the arrival
against rivalry
higher technical skills
unit also draws upon the experience of
of the next infant.
from staff nurses.
veterans like Hall and Hanuschak, who
There's more than
requires very
have seen so many patients that their asOne who has seen all
the patient to consider.
special tact.'
sessment skills are very polished.
the changes is Cathy
It is a time of stress and
Hall, RN, who has been
While Hanuschak speaks of the extra
-Sharon Smetzer, RN anxiety for the families
in the unit and its predespecial service families get when they
and part of the job is to
telephone to ask about a patient, another
cessor since 1959. When she was 7 years
help them. As close as the relationships
old, she was paralyzed with polio and benurse gently bundles and wraps a baby
can get, there are delicate lines that cancame interested in a health career while
- destined for a brief visit with sister
not be crossed.
she recovered at TAH. As a Girl Scout
and brother who are allowed no further
Smetzer says, for example, the child's
project, she served as a junior volunteer,
than the unit doorway. One of the worst
mother comprehends the professional
enemies to these patients is respiratory
and in 1952 became a nurse's aide.
skills of a nurse but can have emotional
infection.
Eventually she went to The Allentown
difficulties with another woman taking
Hospital School of Nursing and then beNonetheless, the unit is never closed
care of her child and the sense of inadeContinued on Page 8
came a neonatal nurse.
quacy. "Guarding against rivalry requires
Page 4
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Holiday Brews
The Softer Touch Shared By Auto Club
Like many organizations, the
American Automobile Association
urges restraint on consumption of
alcoholic beverages during the holidays. To that end it has prepared a
brochure describing tasty alternatives.
Among the offerings are such
exotic punches as Mock Pink Champagne and Non-Nog Eggnog, refreshers like Mistletoe Chill and
Triple-A Toddy, and hot beverages
such as Wassail on the Wagon and
the C&C Express.
The recipes, which are copyrighted by AAA and reproduced
with permission, are only a sampling
of a collection available free in a
brochure from the auto club called
"First a friend, then a host." The
booklet also offers some practical
advice on ways to keep alcohol under control at holiday festivities.
It goes without saying that staffs
in emergency and shock trauma prefer not to meet fellow employees on
a professional basis during the holiday season.
Persons interested can send a selfaddressed, stamped envelope to
Terry Deutsch, AAA, PO Box 1910,
Allentown 18105, or stop by the

Holiday Greetings:
Not Via Mailroom
If you're planning on distributing
holiday greeting cards to fellow employees, think about postage or lug
them yourself.
As in the past, the mailroom will
not be responsible for delivering
cards, announces Randy Stubits, logistics manager, Materials Management.

Research Funding
Requests Due Jan. 15
The Research Advisory Committee (RAC) will meet Jan. 30 to review clinical/epidemiological
research proposals (requests for funding). All proposals for the meeting
are due Jan. 15. For additional information and proposal guidelines, contact James F. Reed, PhD, at the Research Department office, ext. 8889.
CheckUp

AAA offices to pick one up.
A sampling, couresty of AAA:

Mock Pink Champagne
1/2 cup sugar
1 cup water
1 six-oz. can frozen orange juice
concentrate
1 six-oz. can frozen grapefruit juice
concentrate
1 28-oz. bottle cold ginger ale
1/3 cup grenadine syrup
Early in the day, mix sugar and water
in pan and boil for 5 minutes. Cool.
Add frozen concentrates. Refrigerate. At serving time, add ginger ale
and grenadine syrup and let sit. Garnish with fresh fruit slices. Yields 10
servings.

Mistletoe Chill
3 ice cubes
1/2 cup cranberry juice
2 tablespoons raspberry sherbet
1/4 cup eggnog
1 tablespoon strawberry daiquiri frozen concentrate fruit mixer (non-alcoholic)
sugar
peppermint stick
Chop ice cubes in blender. Add
cranberry juice. Mix. Add raspberry
sherbet and egg nog. Pour strawberry daiquiri mixer into blender.
Liquefy for 1 minute. Dip the rim of
8-oz. glass into mixture, then dip
glass rim into sugar. Pour mixture
into glass. Serve with a peppermint
stick.

Hot Buttered Rumless
1 lb. brown sugar
3/8 pound unsalted butter
1 teaspoon ground cloves
1 teaspoon cinnamon
1/2 teaspoon nutmeg
1/4 teaspoon mace
1/4 teaspoon ginger
hot water
whole cloves or cinnamon stick
Mix first seven ingredients in bowl.
For each serving, add 1 heaping tablespoon of mixture to very hot water in a 12-oz. mug or brandy snifter.
Stir briskly. Garnish with whole
cloves or cinnamon stick.
December 14, 1990

CNS Nurses Pass Hat"
To Aid Patient's Holiday
A fund drive with the goal of a family visit
during the holiday season is under way on the
CNS Unit at LVHC site. According to Laurie
Winner, RN, a 26-year-old ventilator dependent
quadriplegic patient on the unit was a victim of a
Nov. 9 traffic accident while enroute to her home
in Houston, Tex.
Because of insurance difficulties, she is unable
to be transferred to a facility close to her home,
and family financial burdens preclude a visit from
her mother.
Winner says the unit is accepting donations for
a round-trip ticket to allow the mother to visit.
Additional information is available from the unit
at ext. 8790.

Donations Fill 15 Turkey
Baskets For Home Care
Donations from an assortment of sources led to
the delivery of 15 Thanksgiving baskets to patients of Home Care of the Lehigh Valley who
were unable to prepare the holiday meal for themselves.
William D. Dunstan, administrator of the program, thanks all the employees who donated
canned goods and boxed items. He notes that the
Open Heart Unit contributed fresh fruit and OR
nurses baked pies. Several physicians donated
money, and Jaindl 's Turkey Farm provided the
turkeys.

Auto Dealer Offers
Employee Discounts
A special offer to hospital employees, volunteers and staff physicians by the Scott Organization was announced by the Employee Activities
Committee.
Under terms of the offer, the auto dealer, located at 3333 Lehigh St., Emmaus, will offer purchase or lease on most domestic vehicles from
their inventory for 2 percent over factory invoice.
Additionally, any 1990 domestic vehicle may be
purchased or leased at invoice or below invoice.
Additional information or an appointment is
available from Gerry Long, corporate sales manager, at 439-0700. Hospital identification will be
required.

Credit Union Tells Holiday Hours
The HealthEast Credit Union will be closed on
Dec. 25, 26, 28, 31 and Jan. 1. On Dec. 27, the
Credit Union will be open only at LVHC site.
Terry Wells, general manager, extends holiday
greetings to all credit union members.
PageS

Educational Programs
CPR Recertification will be held during
the 24 hour period beginning at 10 a.m. Dec. 19
through 10 a.m. Dec. 20 in the pediatric classroom on the 5th floor at TAH site.
The next CPR certification will be held Jan.
10 and Jan 17 from 1 to 4 p.m. in Classroom 1,
LVHC site. Registration is required and may
be made by calling ext. 2430.
"Assessing Male F ertility" will be the topic
of a symposium on Dec. 15 from 8 a.m. to 3:30
p.m. in LVHC site auditorium. Registration is
required by calling ext. 8322 and there is no fee
for hospital employees except for a $5 lunch
charge.
"Diagnostic Imaging Update" is the theme
of a conference planned for Jan. 12 from 8:30
a.m. to 12:15 p.m. in LVHC site auditorium.
There is no charge for employees, but registration is required by calling ext. 8322.
HealthEast Laboratories will sponsor a
symposium titled "Contemporary Topics in
Laboratory Medicine" on April 12 at LVHC
site. Registration fee of $15 includes a reception immediately following the program. Participation is limited to 200. For additinal information, contact Linda Krasley at ext. 8155 between 9 and 11 a.m.
A medical terminology course for all interested employees is offered by Human Resource Development, beginning Jan. 9. The
concentrated course is based on the textbook

"Medical Terminology: A Systems Approach"
by Gylys and Wedding. Involved are weekly
qujzzes, unit tests and a final exam, and the
course includes basic principles of medical
word building that can be applied to developing an extensive medical vocabulary.
Classes meet from 9 to 10:30 a.m. Wednesdays in the School of Nursing Auditorium at
TAH site. Cost, including the textbook, is $22,
and additional information is available by calling ext. 2430.
Osteoporosis is the topic of a half-day symposium planned for Saturday, Jan. 26 in LVHC
site auditorium. Presentations include the epidemiology and consequences of the disease, an
overview of bone metabolism and biochemical
assessment, bone mineral density measurement, estrogen replacement therapy and other
modalities of prevention, treatment of severe
osteoporosis, future directions of research and
the structure and function of the hospital's
metabolic bone disease center.
Registration fee of $60 is waived for staff
affiliated with HealthEast, and additional information about the program is available from
Human Resource Development.
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A Truly Rare Opportunity ...
Continuedfrom Page 1

for the next generation.
In today's environment of dramatic changes in healthcare, in our
community and in our nation, we can
choose a course that re-focuses on
our strengths as a provider and facilitator of healthcare. We can choose to
come together as a community to
explore what problems unite us instead of belaboring those problems
which divide us. We can choose in
the next 90 days, and in the next
year, and in the next decade, and into
the next century to make a positive
difference in the lives of hundreds of
thousands of people in the Lehigh
Valley.
We can decide to concern ourselves primarily with leaving assets
to our institutional heirs - those
who come after us to lead the organization. Or, we can go beyond that
and capitalize on the opportunity to
leave a legacy that takes into account
the more difficult, qualitative side of
life, one which gives
r:.:: greater
meaning,
more challenge and
o more joy in the lives
~ of those who are a
:5 part of this evolving
~ healthcare organizac tion.
The legacy toward which we can
contribute has at
least five critical
elements that elevate our potential.
First, we will have a
new structure. One
that will, by its very
defini tion, tend to
Five year service recognition was given employees
put
the divisions of
at LVHC site by Samuel Huston, president and
the
past
20 years beCEO, during recent ceremonites
hind us. If there
commitments to healthcare in the
have been concerns over differences
Lehigh Valley.
among our hospital sites and our corMax DePree, the chairman of
porate offices or if there have been
Herman Miller, Inc., wrote in his
unresolved issues among the Board
book on leadership that three of the
and the medical staff, our new struckey elements in the art of working
ture provides us with a path toward
together are how to deal with
unity. In that unity there is the
change, how to deal with conflict,
stronger potential to resolve differand how to reach our potential.
ences and achieve excellence.
All of us must work together to
Second, we will have a clinical
manage change, resolve conflict and
plan which has been developing over
reach our full potential. For us, there
the past two years. Board members,
is a truly rare opportunity to leave a
management representatives and
legacy of a better healthcare system
dozens of the medical staff have
CheckUp
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Yes, there is new leadership in
management with a mandate to
streamline and integrate the activities of the organization. And, yes,
there is concurrence to integrate the
HealthEast and merged hospital
Boards under single governance.
But that's only the beginning.
HealthEast the charitable
healthcare organization that includes
The Allentown Hospital-Lehigh
Valley Hospital Center, Gnaden
Huetten Memorial Hospital, Slate
Belt Nursing and Rehabilitation
Center, Lehigh Valley Hospice,
Home Care of Lehigh Valley and
many other programs and services
- is today on the threshold of true
beginnings.
Today we embark on a course of
renewal and unity. A course that will
revitalize our Board, re-focus our
medical staff and encourage our employees and volunteers to make new
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HealthCounts lists
~
November Winners
z
1:3
Vl

Samuel Ruston,
president and
chief executive officer,
Rea/thEast, personally
presented anniversary
pins to many TAR site
employees observing
fifth-year service
anniversaries.

=o

Accommodations for two for one night at the
Glasbern Country Inn were won by Diane Gocht: enauer (TAH) and Terry Crone (LVHC) in the Noo
u vember round of the HealthCounts "I'm Worth It"
Vl
incentive program.
Entertainment books were won by Carol Williams (TAH) and Marlene Boyer (LVHC), and
Blue Mountain weekend lift tickets for two went
to Debra Sokol-McKay (TAH) and Lori Keller
(LVHC). Megan Watkins (TAH) and Sandra
Schiedel (LVHC) won gift certificates for a holicontributed their time
day floral centerpiece. Holly Siegfried (TAH) and
and perspectives to this
_
Mary Ryan (LVHC) got HealthCounts gift certifiplan. In a few weeks
cates and Linda Jaworski (TAH) and Mary Anne
We have a Board that has develthe initial framework of this plan
Owen (LVHC) received three-month Healthoped unusually keen insights into
will allow us insights into how we
Counts memberships.
healthcare issues. Ours is also a
can further develop our two hospital
Among the prizes offered in December are a
Board with an unsurpassed level of
sites as a merged unit.
Lehigh Valley Motor Club "Trip of Choice", a
commitment.
The third element of this legacy is
telephone answering machine, a year's subscripOur medical staff of better than
a long-range plan that provides hostion to "The Walking Magazine", and "The
600 active members brings to us and
pital care on at least two sites, demWorks" at Triangle Car Wash.
to the community each day a level of
onstrates rational decision-making,
To learn more about participation, call Healthexpertise which surprises visitors to
strong clinical standards and reCounts at 821-2150.
the Valley. There is some mistaken
sponds effectively to our community
notion
that only in Philadelphia or
needs.
New York or Pittsburgh is there the
Fourth, we will have a strong set
potential for so many specialists in
of values. We want to stress quality
so many specialties.
The Social Security Administration has repatient care and service to the comOur management has stood the
leased information that may affect employees
munity. We must value integrity and
test of an evolving, changing organiduring the next calendar year.
honesty in our individual and organzation. The management team that is
The tax rate remains at 7.65 percent (6.2 perizational relationships. Ours will be
the
result
of
merging
elements
of
the
cent
for Social Security and 1.45 percent for
an environment that values the right
two
previous
groups
is
seasoned,
Medicare).
The minimum taxable wage base for
of the members of our healthcare
the Social Security portion of the tax will increase
skillful and committed.
team to reach full potential and to be
from $51,300 to $53,400.
Volunteers and auxilians show us
recognized for their contributions to
a daily desire to contribA separate taxable wage base for Medicare was
the organization and to
ute to patient care and
created by the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation
the community. And we
'We must value to the organization that Act of 1990. The 1991 Medicare taxable wage
will value an environprovides that care.
base for the 1.45 percent "hospital insurance"
ment in which there is
integrity and
portion of the tax will be $125,000.
And there are the
teamwork and a sense
honesty in our 5,000 employees who
The maximum employee tax will be $5,123.30,
of partnership among
all levels in the organiindividual and make the idea of matched by an equal amount from the employer.
An individual will be credited with a quarter of
healthcare a daily realzation.
organizational
ity
people
who
have
covered
service for each $540 of taxable eamings
Finally, this legacy
relationships.
'
in
the
year,
with a maximum of four quarters. To
come
from
every
part
of
requires vision. Some
receive Social Security, employees must have 10
the community to help
would describe vision
quarters of covered service.
our community.
as a waking dream. The
Beginning in January, Social Security recipiThe task before me is to orcheschallenge for true leadership and
ents receive a 5.4 percent cost of living increase
trate these resources. The pledge I
legacy is to transform our vision into
make this evening is to wisely bring
based on the consumer price index.
reality. For HealthEast, the legacy
Social Security recipients under age 70 receive
the energy of these resources to bear
will be built on a vision that defines
reduced benefits if their earnings exceed a certain
and to leave for our community a
and assures a network that is bigger
amount. That figure has been increased from
superior healthcare system that
than a hospital and better able to
achieves our mission: to be a chari$6,840 to $7,080 for people younger than 65 and
serve the community. In one sense, a
from $9,360 to $9,720 for those aged 65 to 69.
table, not-for-profit,
integrated
new organization which transcends
For recipients under age 65, $1 will be deducted
healthcare
system.
the physical limits of the hospital.
from
benefits for every $2 earned over the annual
The challenge ahead is to find
earnings
limit, while a $1 for $3 reduction applies
Thank
you
for
the
opportunity
to
ways to harness the incredible
begin this legacy.
to recipients age 65 to 69.
source of energy spread among us.
Q

Social Security Rates,
Rules Are Announced
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Sensitivity To Perinatal LossIs Goal Of Program
The first in a series of workshops designed specificially to deal with perinatal
loss has recently been held at TAH site
with the anticipation of an additional
workshop in the spring.
It represents the latest in an ongoing
program to provide not only sensitive
care for patients but also to develop professional skills to that end among
healthcare professionals.
The November program, a Resolve
Through Sharing counselor's certification workshop,was oriented to nurses, social workers, clergy and funeral directors
to assist families who have lost a baby

Postpartum Support
Group Organizes
Amid all the joy and happiness that
comes with giving birth to healthy children is postpartum depression, which affects 80 percent of all new mothers.
To provide help for new mothers, a
new Lehigh Valley support group has
been organized, and began meeting at
The Allentown Hospital site. It's open to
anyone currently experiencing postpartum depression or who has experienced it
in the past and would like to share experiences with the group. Additional information is available by calling WomanCare at 778-3800.

through miscarriage, ectopic pregnancy,
stillbirth or newborn death.
Three nurses - Helen Seifert, RN,
Patient Education; Pam Slingerland, RN,
NICU, and Jo Ann Haas, RN, clinical
nursing specialist, Labor and Deliveryworked with the Perinatal Loss Committee and a variety of sources to develop a
program of sensitive and individualized
care.
Not surprisingly, most perinatal and
neonatal loss occurs in Labor and Delivery and NICU, but can occur most anywhere in the system. Emergency and
Trauma are examples.
The grief process is enormously complex and multi-faceted and helping families cope requires sensitivity that mirrors
the full spectrum of humanity, Slingerland explains. To that end, they've sifted
through many different pamphlets and
brochures to provide literature designed
to help not only the mother, but the father, grandparents and siblings with the
diversities of perinatal loss.
An unexpected miscarriage, for example, is considerably different than the
sudden death of a twin.
Additionally, they've worked out procedures of actions to be taken that can,
depending on the family's needs, be vital
in the grieving process. This includes

leu Marks 10th Anniversary
Coniinuedfrom

Page 4

to parents. The overall levels of service
win high marks from the families of patients. Hundreds of photographs of growing, healthy children collect in the unit
and at Christmastime are part of the decor.
Families stay in touch and the nurses
appreciate that. Hall's favorite is Beth
Ann Kulick, who arrived in 1962 weighing less than 900 grams and is now finishing studies at Kings College in Wilkes
Barre.
Her goal is to become a
physician's assistant and she became the
first ever to serve such an internship in
Pediatrics at TAH. She and Hall have
built a close friendship over the years.
Kulick's pediatrician was Forrest
Moyer, MD, and he was among those
who worked with her on her rotation with
medical students. Kulick says her friendship with Hall was a factor in her decision to pursue a career in healthcare.
There have been twins, triplets, quadruplets and quintuplets as patients in
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NICU, but most are solo arrivals who
find an NICU team ready to help
strengthen a slender thread of life. The
support machinery provides respiratory,
nutritional and thermal help. "But there's
just no way that it will ever replace a placenta," Smetzer says.
On the other hand, a decade ago, a
baby with a birth weight of 1,000 to
1,500 grams had only a 50-50 chance of
survival. Now almost all of them will
enjoy a full and happy life.
They include Alex Bauman, who may
be able to join his family at home for
Christmas. Alex spent eight months in
NICU while battling an assortment of
difficulties. His sisters were both patients of Hall and Hanuschak - the eldest born the night NICU was dedicated.
For Alex's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Bauman, of Emmaus, it's been a long
haul ending in a good outcome. Bauman
summed it up: "Ten years ago, he probably wouldn't have stood a chance. Now
he'll be home soon."
December 14.1990

everything from photographs of infants
to footprints, locks of hair and very tiny
sets of clothing.
The clothes themselves have a story
behind them; one collection was made by
members of Girl Scout Troop 765 near
Reading as a community service project;
others are made by individual benefactors.
The program includes sensitivity to
hospital staff needs as well. "No matter
how often you see it, you never get used
to it," Slingerland says of such situations.
Thus, not only parents but unit staffs get
the name of the Rev. Greg Palmer of Pastoral Care, and that department, they say,
is particularly helpful in helping staff
cope with loss.
Thusfar, the feedback from patients
suggests the program has made a significant contribution to patient care and Seifert says there has been good support from
physicians.
Those interested in both the workshop
or inservice training can contact Haas at
ext. 2339 for additional information.

LossCommittee
Provides Services
With about 25 percent of all pregnancies ending in miscarriage, stillbirth or early infant death, sensitivity
to parental needs by all healthcare
professionals has received important
attention at TAH-LVHC for the past
four years.
That was when the Perinatal Loss
Committee, composed of representatives from a broad range of hospital
departments, organized to unify and
coordinate a consistent set of procedures when staff encounter perinatal
loss.
The purpose of the committee is to
plan, develop and coordinate services
to individuals experiencing perinatal
loss. This includes miscarriage, stillbirth or early infant death, usually
within 28 days after birth or in cases
when the infant was not discharged.
Working with Lehigh Valley
SHARE, a support group for parents
to help them cope with perinatal loss,
the committee began comparing notes
and coordinating skills throughout the
system to develop the best possible
service to patients.
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Items For Sale

Oil Paintings - set of 3, nature
scenes in soft shades of blue
and gold wlwhite wood frames
trimmed in gold. $100 for all. Call
740-0746 after 6 p.m.

twin cam step in bindings. 3 yrs
old, hardly used, exc. cond.,
$150. Call (717) 722-1652.

266-0413.

hardly used, runs great. $325
obo. Call 965-6743.

Humidifier - Sunbeam ultrasonic, 1.2 gal capacity, built-in
humidistat cycles mist on and off
to maintain room comfort. Orig.
$49, used 1 season, asking $30.
Call 434-5643, leave msg.
Precor Digital Display RowerNew. Paid $275, best offer. Call
866-2558.
Telephones - one yellow rotary, $15. One combination radio, pushbutton, beige, $20. Call
776-8795.
Skiwear - Ladies complete
outfit, stretch pants, jackets,
sweaters, exc. cond., name
brands, all sz. 5, best offer. Ski
boots: ladies, Nordica white,
downhill, all terrain, sz. 8, best
offer. Call 799-3629.
Skis - Olin Ultra SL Ceramic
195 cm wlMarker M 46 bindings,
matching poles, exc. cond, used
one season, $200. Also, Olin SL
wi BIM 190 cm and Marker M46
bindings, used only 4 times, asking $190. Call 262-0232, Iv.
msg. ~
Selmer Trumpet, used 3-1/2 yrs
for school band, $100. Memorex
Computer Paper, 9-112 x 11, 20
Ib box., $15. Call ext. 2787.
Skiwear - Ladies Sz 5: Navy
stretch pants, $45, Navy CB
jacket, $45; black jacket $45. Ski
sweaters: White Stag winter
white w/redltan trim, $30; Obermeyer navy/steel blue $30.
Complete ski outfit, red/whitel
blue jacket w/navy pants $60.
Exc. condo Ski boots: Nordica,
ladies sz 8, white, good cond.,
can accomodate novice thru
expert and all terrain. Call 7993629 after 7 p.m.
Barrecrafters ski rack for sm
cars, gutter mount, used 3 times,
$50. RlC Airplane kit wlengine,
all accessories, $400. Call 9675187 after 5 p.m.
Skis - 185 cm Rossingnal
Quantum Kevlar w/Marker M36

Chiffonier - 1930s 62" high,
39-1/2" wide w/5 drawers and
cupboard behind mirror on left.
Closet on right. Ideal for child's
rm., $175. Hutch (2 pcs) repro
67' high x 29-1/2 wide, $125.
Two 26" ladies 10-spd bicylces,
Aspen 10 and Star 26, $40 ea.
Lg Toastmaster table top oven,
bakes and broils, $25. Call 7912615 after 6:30 p.m
Bicycle - Cannondale SR 800
road racing bicycle, 60 cm aluminum frame, red, Shimano Ultegra equipped, asking $700. Call
682-4353.
Investment
Qual. Collector
Dolls - Ltd. ed., artists incl Himstedt, Steiff, Lawton, Middleton,
etc. Call 740-0431 after 10 a.m.
Full length, full satin lined coyote coat, maintenance excellent
under furriers care. Must sell,
sacrifice, $1,200. Call 395-5051
after 8 p.m.
Books - New set Encyclopedia
Brittanica, Great Works of Western World. 58 vols brand new in
boxes. No reasonable offer
refused. Grass Bagger for tractor, hardly used, $25. Call 3987234.
Kimball Entertainer II organ wi
bench and plenty of music
books. Good condo $295. Call
395-6394.
Baby Walker, backpack carrier,
$5 each; port-a-crib w/sheets,
blankets, $20; used baby stroller,
$10; fold-away cot w/sheets,
$10. Call 682-6947 after 4:30
p.m.
Nlntendo Tapes - Alpha Mission, Joust, Spelunker, Star Voyager, Super Pitfall, Jeopardy,
Gumshoe, Track N. Field, Slalom, Donkey Kong. All in original
boxes w/instruction booklets.
$20 ea. Call 679-9038.

German Shepherd pups, ready
for Christmas, 7 to pick from,
AKC, parents on premises.
$200. Call 967-5682.
Bureau - White w/gold trim,
incl mirror. $75. Call 395-1924.
6 Ft Bar w/4 chairs in good condo
Asking $250 for everything obo.
Call ext. 8727.
Dishwasher - Hotpoint energy
saver, pot washer option, working cond., $75. Call 395-8424
after 4 p.m,.
Hoover Apt size dryer, $20.
Century car seat, $10. Fisher
Price infant seet $12 (exc. cond),
Graco walker $10. Graco grow
w/me walker, outside baby
swing, $10. Call 264-2818, Iv.
msg.
Konlca T4 SLR camera, 55 mm
lens, wl2x teleconv., w/case, instruction man. $100. Call 7919590.
1988 Johnson 4 hp outbrd motor, perfect for fishing. Like new.
Extra 3 gal gas tank incl. Cost
new over $800, now only $675.
Nlagrara
Cyclo-massage
lounge chair, red naug., 4 vibrators and heat unit. Exc. condo
$250. Call 791-5427.
Soloflex wlbutterfly, leg ext. attachmts, 5 yrs old, 5 yrs left on
transferrable warranty. $550.
Call 740-0431.
Ladder - 40 ft. wooden extension ladder, free. Call Nancy Stevens, ext. 8222.
Springer Spaniel pups, AKC
reg., parents on premises, looking for good home. Call 7671140.
Fishing boat - 12 ft flat bottom
aluminum wltrailer, elee. motor.
$450 obo. Truck cap - White
fiberglass for 8 ft truck bed. $225
obo. Call 437-5924.

Nlntendo Gameboy plus 3
games, orig. boxes w.lall. $75.
Call 398-3192.

Computer - Commodore 64,
cornpl., printer, disk dr., color
mono disks and table, asking
$400. Call 435-2315.

Television - Admiral 25 in.
console, exc. cond., $150. Call

Snowmobile - 1974 404 Massey Ferguson, black wired,

1988 Limited Edition Reissue
Blue Flower Fender Telecaster
guitar, strap locks, hard-shell
case, $400. Panasonlc PV 330
digital VHS Camcorder, extra
battery, case, asking $900. Blue
topaz and marcasite earrings
and broach, asking $100.
Music Instruments - Drums, 6
pc, blue marble drum set, $750.
Guitar, Tele-Star w/case, $100.
Trumpet, King Cleveland Superiorw/case $150. Accordian, LaCosca, 75 base w/case, $85.
Call 767-4465.
Firewood - hardwood, mostly
oak, $75/cord.
U-haul. Zionsville area. 965-9030.

Vehicles For Sale
1977 Porsche 911S Targa. Ok.
green, new blk leather int., new
engine w/40,OOO mi., Blaupunkt
stereo, remote mirrors, alc, meticulously maint., all work docu-'
mented. Call 433-8301.
1971 Cadillac.
Call 266-0413.

Asking $300.

1972 Chrysler Newport, good
parts, asking $100. Call 2660413.
1989 Hyundal Excel GLS, 5
spd, 4 dr, alc, AM/FM/Cass
(50W boost), 15,000 mi, 3 yr
auto protection plan (unlimited
miles, expo 11/93), like new, red,
$5,600. Call 838-7206.
1989 Camaro RS, red, loaded,
PS, PB, Tilt Whl, Low Miles, like
brand new. Low ins.rates, must
sell. Call 562-8741.
1975 Blazer 4x4, V8, PS, 4 spd,
new inspec. new deluxe int.,
must be seen, $2,200, terms
avail. 838-1485 eves.
1985 Chevy half ton custom deluxe pickup, 71,050 mi., 305 V-8
barrel, p.s., p.b., alc, AM/FM stereo, bedliner, new tires, $4,700
obo. Call 432-6691 after 5 p.m.
1988 Yamaha Radian 600 motorcycle, 12,000 mi., black. Exc.
condo Asking $2,000. Call 7701336, leave msg.

Autos for Sale

Real Estate For Sale

Real Estate For Rent

Wanted

1984 Jeep CJ7, 6 cyl, auto,
good cond., black over maroon,
one owner. $5,000. Call before4
p.m. wkdays, anytime wkends,
437-0347.

262-5042.

fam rm wlfrpl., laundry rm.,
oversz. gar. Purchase opt. avail.
No pets, pis. $900/mo. Call
Mon.-Fri. after 6 p.m., 966-4369.

site is interested in car-pooling,
pis contact Liz on 6S, ext. 2347.

1984 Mustang, V6, AlC, auto,
char and silver, 34,000 mi.
$4,2500ba. Call 437-4422 between 11 am. and 2 p.m.

Three bdrm twin near Muhlenberg Elem Sch. - mdrn kitchen,
Ig. sunrm., det. gar., new gas htr.
Asking $97,000. Call 776-1747,
Ivmsg.

1.2 Acres - Bethlehem Twp.,
triangular shape, partly wooded,
Farmersville Rd. betw. Free1985 Audl 5000S, good condo . mansburg Ave. and Wm Penn
runs well, 75,000 mi, sunrf, ale, Hwy. $39,900. Owner fin. avail.
ps, pb, heated seats, leather int., Call 838-7206.
2 new tires, amlfm/cassette,
Mobile Home - 12x52 wlyr
$6,000 obo, Call 821-5987.
round facilities on lakeside of At.
1984 Jeep CJ7, auto, 6 cyl, low 507. Compl. furn., all appliances
miles, one owner. Maroon wI incl washer, dryer, gas grill. Oil or
elec. heat, Irg. screened porch
black hardtop, amlfm/cass.
Good condoAsking $5,000. Call and storage shed. Very well
maintained. Call ext. 2823.
437-0347 before 4 p.m. wkdays,
anytime wkends.
1985 Honda Accord LX, 4 dr
sdn, 5 spd, 55,000 mi, alc, pwr
windows and door locks, sunrf,
exc. condo Asking $5950. Call
wkends and after 6 p.m. 4819148.

Real Estate For Rent

Killington Ski Area - Ski slope
to a 1 or 2 bdrm. condo. Brand
new. TVNCR, MCV, Frplce,
whirlpool. Call 837-1822 or 4374524.

1.2 plus acre, corner lot, country
setting, developed neighborhood. Two mi. from 1-78,12 min.
from LVHC. Asking $46,500.
Call 262-0462, le~ve msg.

Two 1 bdrm apts., 1st and 2nd
floor in quiet area btw. YMCA
and Hotel Traylor. First floor
$420, h/hw and elec. incl. Second floor $385 h/hw incl. Sec.
dep., refs reqd. Call 820-9278 or
820-8481.

Restaurant - 1 mi from Lake
Wallenpaupack. Exc. existing
business, liquor license. Call

House for rent - E. Penn bilevel, move-in cond., 4 bdrms, 2112bath, kit, liv, formal din rms,

Reol Estate For Sale

Apt. for rent -1413
Union St.,
3rd fir, one BR beautifully decor
w/stained glass and ceiling fan.
Modern kit., bath. Quiet and
safe. Perfect for single person.
$335/mo. incl heat, cooking. Call
398-9667.
.
Apt. for rent :-'- B"8autiful2nd fir
Victorian near TAH. Liv rm wI
ornamental frpl., ..stained glass,
eat in kitchen, din rm., sm 2nd
bdrm. Parquet flOorsthroughout
w/area rugs, miniblinds, custom
painted. $550/mo incl heat, HW,
CATV, utiI for washer/dryer (also
incl). For appt call 770-1945, Iv
msg.
Room for rent - roommate
needed to share 3 story tnhse,
Clearview Manor. Pvt. bedrm,
bath, 4 min from LVHC. $360/mo
inc utll, Call 395-6933 after 5
p.m.
Bethlehem ranch home for rent
- 3 bdrms, liv rm, bath, familyl
dining room combo. Total gas.
Lg Yard, great neighborhood.
$600/mo plus utilities. Call 8672919 after 4 p.m.

Child care needed for two children, 3 and 6 years. After school
only. Own transportation is
needed. Vicinity LVHC. References reqd. Call 481-9609 after
6 p.m.
Comic books and baseball
cards. 779-2928.

Services
Pet and/or house sitting, any
length of time. Fully insured. Call
967-3732 for details.
Carpeting and vinyl floor covering. Sales and installations, reasonable rates. Call 298-8079.
New Construction, additions,
electrical, plumbing, masonry
and remodeling. Fully insured wI
over 25 yrs experience. Call 2852840.
Babysitter - Need someone to
watch yourchild(ren) forthe evening? Want to Christmas Shop
without the kids? Call 791-0687.
Magic of Aloe Skin Care and
Cosmetics - facials, makeovers
done. for placing orders, appts.
or more information Iv message
at 391-0206.

Wanted
If anyone living in the Hellertown
area working day shift at TAH

--------------------------~-------------The Marketplace is provided as a free
service to employees of HealthEast and
TAH-LVHC, and is published in the first
edition of CheckUp each month.
All submissions must be on the attached form, and must include the empoyee's name, department and a daytime
phone number. Submissions without this
information will be discarded. Only employees, volunteers or staff physicians
may submit Items for publication.
Marketplace ads may only be run for
two consecutive months and will not be accepted for re-publication until an additional
two months have passed. We reserve to
reject, revise or edit submissions and publication does not constitute an endorsement of product or service.
Send submissions to Communications,
50 College Dr., Attn: Marketplace.
Deadline for the January Marketplace
is December 31.
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